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Preferential Localization of Glutamate Receptors
Opposite Sites of High Presynaptic Release
tween the function and structure of these active zones.
The largest active zones have the highest probability of
release [5]. Although it is known that receptor localiza-
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known if receptor localization during development isSt. Louis, Missouri 63110
linked to the physiological and morphological attributes
of the apposed active zone.
Each Drosophila NMJ encompasses approximatelySummary
500 independent active zones [8]; glutamate receptors
are normally located in puncta that lie precisely oppositeBackground: The localization of glutamate receptors is
each presynaptic active zone [9]. Therefore, even afteressential for the formation and plasticity of excitatory
localization to the synaptic region, receptors face a sec-synapses. These receptors cluster opposite neurotrans-
ond level of higher-resolution localization as they aremitter release sites of glutamatergic neurons, but these
assigned to one of these many postsynaptic sites. Eachrelease sites have heterogeneous structural and func-
site could be equivalent, and receptors could distributetional properties. At the Drosophila neuromuscular junc-
at random. Alternatively, the structure and function oftion, receptors expressed in a single postsynaptic cell
the receptor patch and the apposed active zone couldare confronted with an array of hundreds of apposed
be linked. To investigate these possibilities, we analyzedactive zones. Hence, this is an ideal preparation for the
the properties of glutamate receptors and active zonesinvestigation of whether receptor clustering is sensitive
at wild-type synapses and mutant synapses that ex-to the morphological and physiological properties of the
press low levels of glutamate receptors.apposed active zones.
We have recently identified and characterized a novelResults: To investigate the relationship between the
ionotropic glutamate receptor, DGluRIII, at the Drosoph-localization of glutamate receptors and the properties
ila NMJ [10]. DGluRIII is an essential subunit that isof the apposed active zones, we investigated receptor
required for the synaptic localization of the two pre-localization in mutants in which receptors are limited.
viously described receptors, DGluRIIA and DGluRIIB [9–We find that receptors are not uniformly distributed op-
11]. We generated a strong hypomorphic mutant thatposite the full array of active zones but that some active
expresses low levels of wild-type DGluRIII protein. Inzones have a disproportionately large share of receptors
this mutant, where receptor levels are limited, we findas assayed by receptor levels and response to transmit-
that glutamate receptors localize opposite the largestter. The active zones at which receptors preferentially
and most physiologically active release sites. At thecluster are larger and have a higher neurotransmitter
wild-type synapse there is a similar relationship betweenrelease probability than the average active zone. We
glutamate receptor clustering and active-zone size.find a similar relationship between glutamate receptor
These results demonstrate a matching of pre- and post-clusters and active-zone size at wild-type synapses.
synaptic function at individual active zones. Such aConclusions: When confronted with an array of active
mechanism could ensure the alignment of receptors op-zones, glutamate receptors preferentially cluster oppo-
posite functional active zones during development andsite the largest and most physiologically active sites.
maximize synaptic strength at this high-fidelity synapse.These results suggest an activity-dependent matching
of pre- and postsynaptic function at the level of a single
active zone.
Results
Introduction Glutamate Receptor Localization and Function
in the DGluRIII Mutant
Proper synaptic function requires the precise apposition We have previously generated a strong hypomorphic
of pre- and postsynaptic elements. The mechanisms by mutation of DGluRIII by rescuing a genetic null for
which this is achieved, however, remain unclear. A single DGluRIII with low-level expression of wild type DGluRIII
postsynaptic cell may receive thousands of individual protein (from here on referred to as the DGluRIII mutant)
inputs, so postsynaptic neurotransmitter receptors are [10]. Analysis of glutamate receptor (GluR) expression
confronted with thousands of potential sites at which in this DGluRIII mutant revealed faint puncta of staining
to cluster. One mechanism limiting this choice is trans- within the synaptic region [10]. To investigate whether
mitter phenotype; glutamate receptors, for example, these puncta could represent functional receptors, we
only cluster opposite glutamatergic active zones [1]. first asked whether they localize opposite active zones.
Within this collection of glutamatergic active zones, We double stained NMJs for an active-zone marker [12]
there is much heterogeneity. There are large differences and DGluRIII in wild-type and DGluRIII mutant larvae
in the probability of neurotransmitter release from indi- (Figures 1A–1D). DGluRIII staining is dramatically re-
vidual release sites [2–4], and there is a correlation be- duced in the mutant, but those puncta that are visible
colocalize with active zones. Because DGluRIII is
thought to function as a component of a heteromulti-*Correspondence: diantonio@pcg.wustl.edu
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Figure 1. Glutamate Receptors Are Clus-
tered in a Nonuniform Manner at DGluRIII
Mutant Synapses
(A and B) Confocal fluorescence microscopy
of muscle 4 reveals active zones at the (A)
wild-type and (B) DGluRIII mutant synapse.
Glutamate receptor puncta are located oppo-
site active zones at the (C) wild-type and (D)
mutant NMJ but are much fainter in the mu-
tant. To better visualize receptor puncta in the
mutant, the inset in (D) shows anti-DGluRIII
immunoreactivity displayed at higher bright-
ness and contrast. (E) Histogram of the
mean  SEM of anti-DGluRIII staining inten-
sity opposite active zones in arbitrary units
(AU) for the wild-type (n  10 cells) and
DGluRIII mutants (n  10 cells) (*p  0.001).
(F) Cumulative probability histogram of
DGluRIII staining intensity opposite active
zones for the DGluRIII mutant (circles) and
for the wild-type scaled by the 18-fold differ-
ence in the means between the two popula-
tions (triangles). (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test:
scaled wild-type versus DGluRIII mutant p 
0.001, n 985 active zones for wild-type and
820 active zones for the mutant). See Experi-
mental Procedures for full genotypes for this
and all other figures.
meric glutamate receptor [10], we double stained for performed electrophysiology at the NMJ. To assess the
function of the entire postsynaptic receptor field, weDGluRIII and a second subunit, DGluRIIA. We found that
each punctum of DGluRIII colocalizes with DGluRIIA applied ionophoretic glutamate to the synapses. Typical
ionophoretic responses in wild-type and mutant syn-(data not shown). Because the DGluRIII receptor puncta
in the DGluRIII mutant localize opposite presynaptic re- apses are shown in Figures 2A and 2B. The ionophoretic
response in the DGluRIII mutant is approximately 13-lease sites and appear to coassemble with other gluta-
mate receptor subunits, they likely represent functional fold less than that of wild-type larvae (wild-type 68.1
14.2 nA, DGluRIII mutant  5.2  1.2 nA; p  0.001).glutamate receptor complexes.
To quantify the reduction in DGluRIII levels in the Although the precise amplitude of ionophoretic re-
sponses is somewhat variable, there is good agreementDGluRIII mutant, we measured the intensity of DGluRIII
immunoreactivity opposite each active zone. There is between the reduction in receptor function (13-fold) and
receptor staining (18-fold). This observation suggestsan 18-fold reduction in DGluRIII levels in the mutant
(Figure 1E). Although the intensity of all receptor puncta that there are no unknown receptors that are capable
of mediating a substantial glutamate response in theis down, it appears that some active zones have rela-
tively high levels of apposed receptors, whereas many DGluRIII mutant.
Because the anatomy indicates a nonrandom distribu-others have no detectable receptor (see inset in Figure
1D). We wondered whether residual receptors are uni- tion of receptors, we wondered whether this was re-
flected in the physiological function of the synapse.formly localized opposite active zones or, alternatively,
whether receptors preferentially cluster opposite certain Spontaneous miniature excitatory junctional potentials
(mEJPs) result from the postsynaptic response to theactive zones. To investigate this question, we compared
the distribution of glutamate receptor intensities oppo- random fusion of a transmitter-loaded vesicle from a
single active zone. In the DGluRIII mutant, mEJP eventssite each active zone from wild-type and mutant syn-
apses. If receptors are allocated opposite active zones are small and scarce (Figures 2C and 2D). However, the
mean mEJP amplitude in the mutant is only 2.5-fold lessin the same manner in the mutant as in the wild-type,
then scaling the wild-type distribution by 18 (the differ- than that in the wild-type (Figure 2E) (p 0.001), whereas
the mEJP frequency is reduced 14.4-fold (Figure 2E)ence in mean intensities) should mimic the mutant distri-
bution. However, these distributions are significantly dif- (p  0.001). Although a reduction in mEJP amplitude
would be expected to decrease the mEJP frequencyferent (Figure 1F) (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p 0.001).
The mutant has many more active zones with relatively (because the smallest events are lost in the noise), scal-
ing the wild-type mEJP amplitude distribution by 2.5-brighter apposed GluR puncta, and many more with no
detectable GluR puncta, than would be expected from fold would only predict a 0.2-fold reduction in frequency
(based on average noise levels of 0.15 mV). These dataa uniform 18-fold scaling. We conclude that receptors
preferentially localize opposite certain active zones in are, therefore, not consistent with a uniform scaling of
the wild-type distribution. Instead, the dramatic de-the mutant.
To investigate the function of these receptors, we crease in mEJP frequency is likely due to the near ab-
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Figure 2. Receptor Function in the DGluRIII Mutant
(A and B) Representative responses of (A) wild-type and (B) DGluRIII
mutant synapses to ionophoretic glutamate. The bar over the trace
indicates the time of glutamate application. The vertical scale bar
represents 10 nA, and the horizontal one represents 50 ms.
(C and D) Representative spontaneous miniature EJPs from (C) wild-
type and (D) DGluRIII mutant synapses. The vertical scale bar repre-
sents 2 mV, and the horizontal one represents 200 ms. (E) Histogram
showing the mean  SEM of spontaneous miniature EJP amplitude
Figure 3. Glutamate Receptors Cluster Opposite Large Activefor the wild-type (n  1216) and DGluRIII mutant (n  195) (*p 
Zones in the DGluRIII Mutant0.001). (F) Histogram showing the mean  SEM of spontaneous
(A) A maximum projection of the NMJ on muscle 4 from a DGluRIIIminiature EJP frequency for the wild-type (n 10 cells) and DGluRIII
mutant stained for DGluRIII (green) and the active zone marker NC82mutant (n  8 cells) (*p  0.001).
(red). The visible puncta of glutamate receptors cluster opposite
large, prominent active zones.
(B) Histogram showing that active zones with no detectable apposed
sence of receptors opposite most active zones. Where glutamate receptors (none) are significantly smaller than the average
there are physiologically detectable receptor puncta, active zone, whereas active zones with high levels of apposed re-
however, function is only modestly impaired (down 2.5- ceptors are significantly larger than the average active zone (see
Experimental Procedures for definition of no, low, and high DGluRIIIfold on average). Hence, the physiological observations
levels). Shown are the means SEM of active zone size as a percentare consistent with the anatomical findings—in the mu-
of the size of the entire population of active zones (n  1683) astant, receptor clusters are distributed in a non-uniform
defined by NC82 staining (for t test, n  10 cells, * p  0.001).
manner opposite active zones.
Glutamate Receptors Cluster Opposite Larger, intensities (Figure 3) instead of in a manner that allowed
us to compare to a wild-type synapse (Figure 1). ThisMore-Active Release Sites
Because both anatomical and physiological findings analysis revealed that visible GluR puncta are localized
opposite prominent active zones in the mutant (Figuredemonstrate that glutamate receptors preferentially
cluster opposite certain active zones in the mutant, we 3A). To quantify this effect, we measured the intensity
of DGluRIII opposite each active zone. We then binnedwondered if these active zones are representative of the
entire active zone population. To address this question, the GluR intensities into three categories, none (back-
ground levels), low, and high (see Experimental Proce-we double stained for DGluRIII and for active zones in
the mutant. However we imaged DGluRIII in a manner dures for binning rules). Active zones with high levels
of apposed DGluRIII are significantly larger than thethat allowed us to see the full dynamic range of DGluRIII
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average active zone, whereas active zones with no de-
tectable apposed DGluRIII are significantly smaller than
the average active zone (Figure 3B). Hence, in the
DGluRIII mutant glutamate receptors preferentially lo-
calize opposite larger active zones. Although we see a
relationship between GluR clusters and individual active
zones, we see no relationship between GluR clusters
and synaptic boutons, a higher-order presynaptic spe-
cialization composed of many active zones.
At glutamatergic synapses of hippocampal neurons,
larger active zones have a higher probability of neuro-
transmitter release [5]. If the same is true for the Dro-
sophila NMJ, then our findings suggest that glutamate
receptors preferentially cluster opposite higher-proba-
bility release sites. These higher-probability release
sites will fire in the presence of a low concentration
of external calcium, whereas lower-probability release
sites will be progressively recruited as the external cal-
cium concentration rises. If GluRs preferentially cluster
opposite the high-probability release sites in the mutant,
then we predicted that the excitatory junctional current
(EJC) would be more impaired at high calcium than at
low calcium levels. To test this hypothesis, we measured
the amplitude of evoked synaptic events in the mutant
and wild-type at both low and high external calcium
levels. At a low calcium level (0.47 mM), there was no
difference between the EJC amplitude of the wild-type
synapse and that of the mutant synapse (Figure 4A,
wild-type: 9.3 1.4 nA [n 11] versus DGluRIII mutant:
9.7  1.1 nA [n  10]). With high external calcium levels
(1.5 mM), the DGluRIII mutant generated an EJC only
one-fifth the size of the wild-type synapse (WT: 97.8 
8.11 nA [n  8] versus DGluRIII mutant: 20.6  1.23 nA
[n 8]; p 0.001). To extend this analysis, we analyzed
the EJC dependence on calcium across a wide range
Figure 4. DGluRIII Mutants Cannot Sustain Normal Postsynapticof concentrations (Figure 4B). Under low-calcium condi-
Responsiveness at High Calcium
tions (0.25–0.47 mM), the EJC amplitude was the same
(A) Representative evoked junctional currents (EJC) from wild-type
for wild-type and mutant synapses. In addition, there and DGluRIII mutants recorded in low calcium (0.47 mM) and high
was no difference in the slope of a double-log plot of (physiological) calcium (1.5 mM). Scale bars: low calcium (vertical
calcium versus release (wild-type 4.8 0.5, mutant bar represents 4 nA, horizontal bar represents 5 ms), high calcium
(vertical bar represents 20 nA, horizontal bar represents 5 ms).4.3 0.7, not statistically significantly different). Hence,
(B) Calcium dependence of EJC amplitude at both wild-type (closedthe calcium cooperativity of release is unaltered. At
squares, n  4–11 cells per calcium concentration) and DGluRIIIhigher calcium concentrations (0.75–1.5 mM), the post-
mutant (open squares, n  6–10 cells per calcium concentration)
synaptic current was significantly impaired in the synapses. The mutant response is indistinguishable from that of
mutant. the wild-type in low calcium but is dramatically reduced at higher
These findings support the model that receptors are calcium levels.
preferentially clustered opposite high-probability re-
lease sites in the mutant. However, a second possibility
opposite sites of higher relative presynaptic release,must be considered. At low calcium, evoked release is
then saturation of the postsynaptic response at highernormal in the mutant despite the 2.5-fold decrease in
calcium is not due to a failure of presynaptic release.quantal size. This implies that presynaptic release is
There is more release, but because it occurs at sitesupregulated in the mutant to maintain synaptic strength.
with fewer receptors, there is minimal effect on the post-Such homeostatic compensation is a well-described
synaptic current. To distinguish between these possibili-feature of this synapse [9, 11, 13, 14]. Because release
ties, we directly measured presynaptic release rates atis upregulated in the mutant, the failure to achieve wild-
0.47 mM and 1.5 mM calcium to determine whethertype synaptic function at high calcium levels may reflect
the plateau in EJC magnitude reflects saturation in thea saturation of the presynaptic release machinery.
presynaptic release rate.Hence, two scenarios could explain the failure to achieve
wild-type synaptic function. First, if presynaptic release
Presynaptic Release Is Not Saturatedis approaching saturation, then moving from low to high
in the DGluRIII Mutantcalcium will recruit less neurotransmitter release in the
To investigate whether presynaptic release is saturated,mutant than in the wild-type. The location of the recep-
we employed a method of measuring presynaptic re-tors is not relevant because most sites are firing even
at low calcium. Alternatively, if receptors are located lease independently of postsynaptic receptor function.
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concentration with a single exponential function. At
0.47 mM calcium (EJC 9.31.4 nA), the time constant
is 2319.8  17.7 stimuli; at 1.5 mM calcium (EJC 
97.88.1 nA),   466.7  4.7 stimuli. The relative in-
crease in EJC amplitude (and therefore quantal content)
as calcium concentration is increased (10.5-fold, Figure
4B) is actually greater than the increase in release rate
as measured by bafilomycin rundown (5-fold, Fig 5A).
Therefore, we conclude that the rate of bafilomycin-
induced rundown is sensitive to changes in the presyn-
aptic release rate; potentially, it underestimates the real
release rate.
We next applied this method to the DGluRIII mutant
to examine synaptic function at 0.47 mM and 1.5 mM
calcium. The bafilomycin-induced rundown at 0.47 mM
calcium is described by a time constant of 2132  20.6
stimuli, whereas the rundown at 1.5 mM calcium is much
faster (  455.1  4.2 stimuli) (Figure 5B). These rates
of rundown are very similar to the rundown rates ob-
served at wild-type synapses. Because the rate of run-
down depends on both the number of vesicles released
and the size of the pool from which they are drawn, we
cannot conclude that the absolute amount of release in
the mutant and wild-type are the same. However, we
can conclude that the relative change in release from
0.47 to 1.5 mM calcium is the same in the mutant and
the wild-type. This is in contrast to the significant differ-
ence in EJC amplitudes between the two genotypes.
Whereas a 5-fold increase in release rate at the wild-
type synapse gave rise to a 10.5-fold increase in EJC
amplitude, a very similar 4.7-fold increase in release at
Figure 5. Presynaptic Neurotransmitter Release Is Not Saturated at the mutant synapse generated only a 2.1-fold increase
Low Calcium in the DGluRIII Mutant in EJC amplitude. This evidence indicates that in the
(A) Progressive rundown of EJC amplitude in the presence of bafilo- DGluRIII mutant a population of release events is being
mycin at 0.47 mM calcium (closed squares, six cells) and 1.5 mM
recruited but having little effect on the synaptic current.calcium (closed triangles, seven cells) at the wild-type synapse.
In conjunction with the anatomical data presented in(B) Progressive rundown of EJC amplitude in the presence of bafilo-
Figure 3, these data support the model that receptorsmycin at 0.47 mM calcium (open squares, five cells) and 1.5 mM
calcium (open triangles, five cells) at the DGluRIII mutant synapse. preferentially cluster opposite active zones with the
highest relative probability of release.
Bafilomycin A1 blocks the vacuolar-type H-ATPase
pump that is responsible for the proton gradient across
Receptor Localization at the Wild-Type Synapsevesicular membranes [15–19]. This proton gradient is
The localization of receptors to the most active releaserequired for the glutamate transporters to load the vesi-
sites in the mutant could represent a postsynaptic ho-cle with transmitter; in the presence of the inhibitor,
meostatic mechanism for maintaining synaptic strength.synaptic events decrease in size as vesicles are emp-
Alternatively, it may result from a normal developmentaltied and cannot be refilled. The rate at which the EJC
program for receptor clustering. At the mature, wild-decreases is thus a function of the percentage of trans-
type NMJ, receptors are located opposite every activemitter that is utilized with each evoked event and is
zone and are largely in excess [9, 20]. Hence, althoughsubsequently unavailable for future events. Although the
this mechanism may normally function during synapticabsolute value of responses is affected by postsynaptic
development, this would not be readily apparent at thereceptors, the percentage decline is unaffected by post-
mature wild-type synapse because receptors are notsynaptic function.
limited. To investigate whether this mechanism mightTo test this method, we examined the wild-type syn-
function at the wild-type synapse, we quantified theapse at different calcium concentrations. As shown in
relationship between the intensity of GluR staining atFigure 5A, the presence of bafilomycin caused a pro-
an individual punctum and the size of the apposed activegressive decrease in the EJC amplitude at 0.47 mM and
zone. We have previously demonstrated that the inten-1.5 mM calcium concentrations; rundown in the absence
sity of GluR staining correlates with the expression ofof bafilomycin was negligible at both the wild-type and
glutamate receptors and their effect on quantal sizemutant synapses (data not shown). As expected, the
[9–11]. We binned receptor puncta into three equallyrate of rundown is faster at higher calcium concentra-
sized groups based on intensity. There is a strong corre-tions (and therefore higher release rates). To quantify
the rate of rundown, we fit the data for each calcium lation between the intensity of GluR staining and the
Presynaptic Release and Receptor Localization
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DGluRIII mutant the remaining receptors are not evenly
distributed opposite each active zone. Instead, certain
receptor puncta contain a disproportionate number of
receptors as assayed by immunocytochemistry and
electrophysiology. Second, sites with more receptors
are located opposite larger active zones. The range of
active zones sizes in the mutant is very similar to that
in the wild-type, but receptors are preferentially located
opposite the larger active zones. For hippocampal neu-
rons, the largest active zones have the highest probabil-
ity of release [5]. Third, in the DGluRIII mutant, the EJC
saturates at a lower calcium level than does the wild-
type EJC, even though presynaptic release is not satu-
rated. This change in the calcium dependence of the
EJC cannot be explained by postsynaptic saturation of
a limited pool of receptors that are evenly distributed
across the array of active zones. Release of a single
vesicle may saturate the receptors in the apposedFigure 6. Brighter Glutamate Receptor Puncta Localize Opposite
puncta (explaining the decrease in mEJP amplitude).Larger Active Zones at the Wild-Type Synapse
However, the postsynaptic response to each releaseMaximum projections of the NMJ onto muscle 4 were generated
site is independent, so this type of saturation wouldwith confocal microscopy and used for analysis of active zones and
glutamate receptor puncta. Active zones were measured, as was affect the EJC in low and high calcium equally. Instead,
the intensity of the apposed glutamate receptor puncta from the the disparity in release rates and EJC amplitude at differ-
NMJs of ten cells. The histogram demonstrates that active zones ent calcium concentrations strongly suggests that there
opposite the less-bright glutamate receptor puncta (low, bottom
is preferential localization of receptors opposite sitesthird) are significantly smaller, and active zones opposite brighter
of relatively higher release rates. If most receptors areglutamate receptor puncta (high, upper third) are significantly larger,
utilized at lower calcium levels, then the progressivethan the average active zone. Shown are the means SEM of active
zone size as a percent of the size of the entire population of active recruitment of additional release sites at higher calcium
zones (n  1293) as defined by NC82 staining (n  431 for low, levels will have a reduced impact on EJC amplitude as
medium, and high, *p  0.001). a result of the relative paucity of receptors at these sites.
Finally, at the wild-type synapse there is a correlation
between the brightest receptor puncta and the largest
size of the apposed active zone (Figure 6). The active active zones. We have previously demonstrated that the
zones opposite the faintest third of GluR puncta are intensity of glutamate receptor staining correlates with
significantly smaller than the average active zone, both the amount and function of glutamate receptors
whereas the active zones opposite the brightest third [9–11]. Based on the results from the DGluRIII mutant,
of GluR puncta are significantly larger than the average we suggest that these larger active zones at the wild-
active zone (p  0.001 for both). These data are consis- type synapse are also more active. The physiological
tent with the model in which GluR clustering is matched dissociation of postsynaptic response and presynaptic
to active-zone size, and activity, during normal synaptic release is not seen at the wild-type synapse because
development. there are a sufficient number of receptors to localize
opposite each active zone. Nonetheless, the correlation
Discussion between receptor levels and active-zone size suggests
that this matching mechanism functions during normal
Efficient synaptic transmission requires that postsynap- synaptic development and is not exclusively a homeo-
tic neurotransmitter receptors align opposite presynap- static compensation used by the DGluRIII mutant.
tic neurotransmitter release sites. Although mechanisms We consider three possible mechanisms for the
exist to ensure that receptors only cluster opposite ac- matching of presynaptic release with postsynaptic re-
tive zones of the appropriate neurotransmitter pheno- ceptor levels. First, presynaptic activity, potentially me-
type, it is not known whether receptor localization is diated by neurotransmitter release, could promote the
sensitive to the functional properties of an individual local clustering or stabilization of apposed receptors.
release site when receptors are confronted with an array More active release sites would be more likely to activate
of appropriate active zones. At the glutamatergic Dro- postsynaptic receptors that would, in turn, promote the
sophila NMJ, we find that when receptors are limited, retention or growth of that receptor patch. During initial
receptor patches are most likely to cluster opposite the synapse formation, there is evidence that presynaptic
largest and most active release sites. Even when recep- activity does regulate the global localization of gluta-
tors are in excess, there is a correlation between the mate receptors to the synaptic region, although there
density of postsynaptic receptors and the size of the was previously no evidence that such a mechanism acts
apposed active zone. These findings suggest a model at the level of an individual release site [21, 22]. The
of activity-dependent matching of the functional proper- role of neurotransmitter release in regulating this global
ties of the pre- and postsynaptic specializations at indi- localization of receptors in the embryo is controversial
vidual release sites. [23, 24], but its role during synaptic growth has not been
investigated. The second model postulates a retrogradeA number of findings support this model. First, in the
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groups, low (bottom third), medium (middle third), and high (topspecification of presynaptic release properties. In this
third). For Figure 3 (the GluR mutant), glutamate receptor stainingview, larger receptor patches may initially localize oppo-
intensities from each cell were binned into three groups, and thesite active zones in a random manner but then induce
data from each cell (n  10) were averaged. The group labeled
an increase in presynaptic function during development. “none” had background levels of staining (less than 5 arbitrary units).
There is good evidence for retrograde regulation of pre- The “high” group included all active zones whose GluR intensity
was at least 20% as bright as the average intensity of the 5%synaptic properties at this synapse [9, 11, 13, 14, 25,
brightest active zones for that cell. The “low” group included all26], but there is no evidence that such mechanisms act
active zones between the “none” and the “high” groups. In total,locally at a single active zone. Finally, it is possible that
1683 active zones were analyzed, with 45% in the “none” group,the matching of pre- and postsynaptic functional prop-
29% in the “low” group, and 26% in the “high” group.
erties is not, in fact, activity dependent. A transynaptic
signal could coordinately regulate pre- and postsynaptic Electrophysiology
development and thus simultaneously control the func- Intracellular recordings were performed from muscle 6, segment A3
and A4, of third-instar female larvae. The larvae were visualized ontion of the pre- and postsynaptic specializations. Al-
a Nikon compound microscope with a fixed stage and DIC optics.though this third model is a formal possibility, we prefer
Sharp electrodes (15–20 M), made of borosilicate glass (outer di-the more parsimonious explanation that the matching
ameter 1.2 mm) were filled with 3 M KCl. The signal was acquiredof activity levels is an activity-dependent process.
with an Axoclamp 2B amplifier (Axon Instruments), further amplified
What might be the purpose of an activity-dependent and filtered at 1 kHz with a Brownlee Precision amplifier (Model
matching of pre- and postsynaptic function at individual 410), digitized with a Digidata 1320A analog-to-digital board, and
stored on a PC with pClamp 9.0 (Axon Instruments). Recordingsrelease sites? During development, it would be an effec-
were performed in HL3 Stewart saline [27] that contained (in mM)tive fail-safe mechanism for ensuring that receptors only
70 NaCl, 5 KCl, 20 MgCl2, 10 HCO3, 5 trehalose, 115 sucrose, 5localize opposite properly developed, i.e., functional,
HEPES, and the calcium concentration described in the text [1.5release sites. In addition, for synapses such as the NMJ,
mM calcium is found in physiological saline]; the pH was adjusted
which demands high-fidelity synaptic transmission, it to 7.2. The nerve was stimulated with a brief (1 ms) depolarizing pulse
would increase synaptic strength by placing the most controlled with a Master-8 stimulus generator (A.M.P.I., Jerusalem,
Israel). The resting membrane potential and input resistance are notreceptors at the sites of highest release.
significantly different between wild-type and DGluRIII mutant cells
(data not shown). A two-electrode voltage clamp was performedExperimental Procedures
with two sharp (15–20 M) electrodes filled with 3 M KCl. Cells were
clamped at 70 mV. Only cells requiring less than 10 nA of holdingGenetics
current were included in the analysis; most cells required less thanThe mutants used in this study have been previously described [10].
5 nA of holding current. For ionophoresis experiments, 100 mMIn brief, two loss-of-function alleles of DGluRIII were generated by
glutamate (freshly diluted, pH approximately 9.0) was delivered inEMS mutagenesis. The mutant used for these studies is a loss-of-
50 ms pulses of approximately 2 nA. Recordings were performedfunction allele (DGluRIII2) over a deficiency weakly rescued with
on longitudinal muscle 12; the ionophoretic electrode was placeda UAS-DGluRIII cDNA transgene in the absence of a Gal4 driver
at the visually identified location where the nerve innervates the(DGluRIII2/Df(2L)ast;p[UAS-cDGluRIII]/). Similar results were ob-
muscle. Similar results were also obtained from muscle 6 (data nottained with the second DGluRIII allele. Wild-type flies are a Can-
shown). For bafilomycin rundown experiments, a stock solution ofton-S stock outcross with w flies. The anatomical and physiological
10 M bafilomycin A1 (Sigma, St. Louis) in DMSO was diluted to adeficits in these mutants are rescued by a genomic DGluRIII
final concentration of 0.1 M immediately before use in the appro-transgene.
priate HL3 solution. The dissected larvae were incubated for 15 min
at room temperature in bafilomycin before recording.Immunohistochemistry
The miniature EJP events were analyzed with MiniAnalysis soft-The rabbit anti-DGluRIII antibody is specific for DGluRIII [10] and
ware (Synaptosoft); events were identified by hand. mEJP eventswas used at a 1:2500 dilution. The mouse monoclonal NC82 (gift of
originating from the adjacent segment were identified based on theirErich Buchner) stains active zones [12] and was used at a 1:100
slower kinetics and not included in the analysis. Approximately 100dilution. The antigen recognized by NC82 has not been identified.
mEJP events were analyzed per cell in the wild-type; reported n isSecondary antibodies were obtained from Molecular Probes and
the total number of miniature events. Analysis of evoked events wasused at a 1:1000 dilution. Immunocytochemistry was performed as
carried out in pClamp 9.0 (Axon Instruments). Fifty to 100 eventsdescribed by Marrus et al. [10]. Larvae were imaged on a Nikon C1
per cell were averaged together and the amplitude of the averagedconfocal microscope. For Figure 1, images of mutant larvae were
trace was measured with the cursor feature in pClamp; reported nacquired in conjunction with a wild-type control that had been simul-
is the number of cells analyzed. EJC kinetics were measured intaneously stained. The same confocal gain setting was used for
pClamp for the averaged EJC from each cell. There is no differenceboth the wild-type and mutant larvae and was set so that neither
in the decay kinetics of the EJC from the wild-type and DGluRIIIthe red nor the green signal was saturating in the wild-type. For
mutants. Analysis of bafilomycin data was carried out as follows.Figures 3 and 6, where single genotypes were analyzed, the confocal
The first ten events of every experiment were discarded because again was set so that neither the red nor the green signal was saturat-
rundown of these events typically occurs even in the absence ofing. For these figures, z stacks were taken throughout the NMJ,
bafilomycin. No significant rundown of the subsequent train of eventsand maximum projections were analyzed. All images shown are of
was observed in the absence of bafilomycin. The events of each cell formuscle 4, but the results described with the DGluRIII mutant were
a particular calcium concentration were averaged and normalized toconsistent throughout all the muscles and from both type Ib and Is
the first event; the results were fit with a single exponential decaymotoneurons.
equation in Origin. Origin 7.0 (OriginLab Corporation) was used forMetamorph software was used for quantitative analysis of staining
generating cumulative histograms, calculating best-fit curves, andintensities and active-zone size. Thresholds for all images were
calculating p values.set in the red (active zone) channel without regard to green (GluR)
staining. Although most active zones were distinct, occasional over-
lapping active zones were manually separated with the line delete Acknowledgments
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